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“UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

_ Memorandum 
DATED 2/22/64" : { oo 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka. 
IS - R - CUBA 

_ eae a    

    

    
   

or 

ee *" seeording ‘to eftries for late October, 1959, “in’™ 
y*, he attempted suicide if Moscow on 

s left wrist. MARINA OSWALD in inter- 
view has stated she recalled seeing a scar on te inner left 

wrist after she married OSWALD, This scar, she said, was 
completely healed, and when she would ask him about it, he 
would evade answering her, 

eetelee el”? 
The “Bureau has instructed that’ ‘additional information 

| 2 concerning the scar on OSWALD's left wrist be obtained, such. 

as statements of observations by police or others, including 

the undertakers, and copies of reports, such as an autopsy or- 

other report which might contain information concerning such. 

scar. 

The report of SA ROBERT P. GEMBFALING, dated 11/30/63, 

on page -410, indicates that Mr, ©, J. PRYCE, Administrator, 

-Parkland Memorial Hospital, would Likely “hd¢ve the records 

pertaining to‘ OSWALD's.: treatment on 11/24/63, and that OSWA 
and Miss_AUDREY 

pan er Pea     

  

~ giso eflecte in this same report is the fact that 

R, MilYer Funeral Home, 5805 Camp/Bowie Boulevard, 

‘supervised “the | embal ng of OSWALD and stated thdét an abdominal | 

and cranial autopsy had been performed at ParkYand Hospital OO 

on OSWALD, Mr.‘ MI also stated that the “six-point embalming” 

method had been ed, which means that the arms, legs, and abdomen 
ividually. The actual embalming was performed 

/J. GROODY of the Miller Funeral Hone. Lote ; 
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by PA 

Investigation conducted indicated that Captain WILL 

of Homicide and Robbery Bureau, Dallas Police Department, 

inverviewed OSWALD on several occasions, and on several of such 

occasions, SA JAMES W. BOOKHOUT was present. On page 92 of 

the 11/30/63, report, there is set forth a description concern 

, “pee 045 ee AEE as: 

SS 7, [SERIALIZED —ee FILED 

FEB 22.39c4 
Qf _FBI—DALLAS 

shiners Wars 

ing OSWALD by SA MANNING C. CLEMENT:       
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—_ AT DALLAS, TEXAS. 

SA BOOKHOUT will submit an FD-302 reflecting his 

observations of any scars on the left wrist of OSWALD, 

legen TT _ SA, BOOKHOUT: will also. interview:Captain WILL FRITZ..-: ae 

Sto obtain his observations ‘concerning. the -scar on the left "| wet 

-. }-wrist of OSWALD, .and submit appropriate FD-302,° 0... fe 

  

OS SA CLEMENTS will submit FD-302 reflecting his 

2% observations concerning the scar on the left wrist of OSWALD. 

SA ARTHUR E, CARTER will contact Parkland Hospital, ~ 

Ee, and interview the people mentioned above, as well as any . 

bot others concerning their observations of the scar on -OSWALD's - |      

  

  

   

   

   

   

   

“S.7-.*> left wrist and the reason ‘for it, and thereafter:.submit .° “5::°, whet 

rad FD-302's. 2... - . fot, oe ete ee . an are : . . 

Te . . wt - - wt . ne 7 Er TM oe. r+ 

7 8 AT FORT WORTH, TEXAS oye 4 
goo 

bo SA ROBLEY D. MADLAND will contact CHARLES 8B. MILLER 

gs and PAUL J, GROODY, Miller Funeral Home, and obtain from then 

, #° -- - their observations pertaining to the scar on OSWALD's left .--:-~ 

g ot .- _- wrist.and submit FD-302's..0 oy. cat HT Tape aes CUT, a Pe 

Bae me A veg RE URE ae OE SR eT 

we , _ ANY PHOTOGRAPHS THAT MAY BE AVAILABLE DEPICTING 1s ... 

  

AS." " scar ON THE INNER LEFT WRIST SHOULD BE OBTAINED, THE FD-302°S- += 

ag SHOULD BE SUBMITTED EXPEDITIOUSLY AS THE BUREAU HAS REQUESTED . 

- ‘HAT A LETTERHEAD MEMO BE PREPARED FOR DISSEMINATION, ‘AND THE... -..   a ¥D-302'S WILL BE USED BY SA GEMBERLING IN THE PREPARATION OF. - 

_,. SUCH LETTERHEAD MEMO, os Do 
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